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ABSTRACT
Silicon photonic technology offers seamless integration of
multiple chips with high bandwidth density and lower energy-
per-bit consumption compared to electrical interconnects.
The topology of a photonic interconnect impacts both its
performance and laser power requirements. The point-to-
point (P2P) topology offers arbitration-free connectivity with
low energy-per-bit consumption, but suffers from low node-
to-node bandwidth. Topologies with channel-sharing im-
prove inter-node bandwidth but incur higher laser power
consumption in addition to the performance costs associ-
ated with arbitration and contention.

In this paper, we analytically demonstrate the limits of
channel-sharing under a fixed laser power budget and quan-
tify its maximum benefits with realistic device loss charac-
teristics. Based on this analysis, we propose a novel photonic
interconnect architecture that uses opportunistic channel-
sharing. The network does not incur any arbitration over-
heads and guarantees fairness.

We evaluate this interconnect architecture using detailed
simulation in the context of a 64-node photonically inter-
connected message passing multichip system. We show that
this new approach achieves up to 28% better energy-delay-
product (EDP) compared to the P2P network for HPC ap-
plications. Furthermore, we show that when applied to a
cluster partitioned into multiple virtual machines (VM), this
interconnect provides a guaranteed 1.27× higher node-to-
node bandwidth regardless of the traffic patterns within each
VM.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Multiproces-
sors—Interconnection architectures; B.4.3 [Hardware]: In-
terconnections—Topology
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1. INTRODUCTION
The trend towards many-core systems continues to grow

[26, 17]. Scaling single chip systems for higher performance
leads to increasing fabrication costs and low process yields
[24, 20, 15]. Multi-chip systems can alleviate these con-
cerns but require substantial chip-to-chip bandwidth to pro-
vide sustained performance. However, due to the packaging
limitations of chip I/O pins and excessive power consump-
tion of high-speed serial links, silicon-photonic technology
has been proposed as an alternative for networking multi-
chip systems [15, 16]. Optical interconnects offer “speed-of-
light” communication at high-bandwidth density enabled by
wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) that allows mul-
tiplexing of many parallel streams of information into a sin-
gle waveguide or fiber. This performance gain is envisioned
with lower energy consumed-per-bit requirements compared
to electrical interconnects [16, 2].

To make optical communication a reality in multi-chip
computing systems, two types of challenges need to be ad-
dressed: device-level and architectural. Device-level chal-
lenges involve design and fabrication of optical devices that
are low-loss and high speed. Such optical devices include
components such as modulators, drop-filters, couplers, wave-
guides, etc. and constitute the building blocks of a silicon
photonic network. Fabrication of these devices is under ex-
tensive on-going development and many components have
been demonstrated in the literature [33, 31].

From an architectural standpoint, the main challenge is to
design an interconnect that is energy efficient at realistic de-
vice loss parameters and yields the best performance on the
target applications. This architectural challenge is exacer-
bated by the fact that there is no clear roadmap or consensus
on loss assumptions of photonic devices. Hence, many inter-
connect designs have been proposed in the literature ranging
from the simplest point-to-point (P2P) network [15, 14] to
numerous designs based on wavelength sharing [28, 21, 22].

In photonic networks, a channel (logical connection) be-
tween a sender and a destination is formed using one or more
waveguides. Each waveguide can support multiple wave-
lengths (links) using WDM, and these wavelengths carry bit
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information in the form of modulated light. A simple P2P
network statically partitions the total network bandwidth
(wavelengths) between the sender-destination pairs leading
to relatively low bandwidth (narrow) node-to-node channels.
On the other hand, a network that enables sharing combines
wavelengths to form a single logical high bandwidth (wide)
shared channel. Thus, sharing-based networks can poten-
tially provide higher node-to-node bandwidths compared to
a P2P network, albeit at the cost of arbitration delays in
accessing the shared channel. The peak node-to-node BW
is proportional to the following terms:

Node-to-Node BW ∝ s× Eff(s)× Total wavelengths

N2

(1)
where, N : total network nodes; s: sharing degree (≥ 1),
and Eff(s): efficiency of sharing [0, 1]. The fractional term
Eff(s) captures the costs associated with sharing, e.g. over-
heads of arbitration, fairness, etc. Eff(s) is inversely pro-
portional to the sharing degree s due to higher overheads
(e.g. contention). Sharing (s > 1) can provide higher band-
widths compared to a P2P network (s = 1) as long as the
costs do not outweigh the benefits i.e. s × Eff(s) > 1.
In addition to the efficiency penalty, high static power con-
sumption is another significant cost associated with sharing
in photonic networks.

Photonic networks based on ring resonators are static power
dominated because of laser power and ring tuning power [21,
14, 12]. A higher degree of sharing requires more devices
along a wavelength, thereby increasing the required input
laser power (optical) and the device tuning power (electri-
cal). Efficiencies of commercially available WDM lasers are
1 − 5%, and may be expected to exceed 10% in the next
decade [34, 5, 18]. When laser efficiency is considered, laser
power becomes the dominant contributer to static power
dissipation. Thus, optimizing for laser power must be con-
sidered a first-order design constraint. The laser power con-
sumption is proportional to the following terms:

Laser Power Consumption ∝

Total wavelengths×

Avg. loss per wavelength︷ ︸︸ ︷
# devices

wavelength︸ ︷︷ ︸
Increases with sharing s

× loss

device
(2)

This paper uses the power-constrained design approach
described in [14] which assumes a fixed input laser power
budget for all designs under consideration. This constraint
ensures that any performance gains that arise from shar-
ing do not come with the costs of increased laser power
consumption. Equating the laser power consumption of a
sharing design to a P2P network using Eq.(2) leads to the
observation that:

Total wavelengthssharing < Total wavelengthsP2P

Thus it is clear that the total peak bandwidth of a network
with wavelength sharing will be lower than that of an energy-
equivalent point-to-point network. If this sharing design can
still provide higher node-to-node bandwidth (Eq.(1)) even
with fewer total wavelengths, then it may be the preferred
design choice over a P2P network depending on the target
applications. Thus, a sharing design can win on performance
(BW) and power (laser) only when:

s× Eff(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(>1)

× Total wavelengthssharing
Total wavelengthsP2P︸ ︷︷ ︸

(<1)

> 1 (3)

Most prior sharing-based proposals have assumed very ag-
gressive values for device losses. This has led to designs in
which sharing has had negligible impact on the average loss

per wavelength in Eq.(2) leading to
Total wavelengthssharing

Total wavelengthsP2P
≈

1. With no penalty from this ratio term in Eq.(3), these de-
signs have pushed sharing to very high levels (e.g. s = 64)
and have shown significant performance gains with minimal
impact on laser power consumption.

This paper models the impacts of conservative loss as-
sumptions on photonic network design and makes the fol-
lowing contributions:

• An analytical model to determine limits on sharing
degree and the ideal gains of sharing,

• The design of a novel arbitration-free, energy efficient
shared channel network architecture, called wavelength
stealing,

• Detailed performance evaluation of the wavelength steal-
ing architecture implementation on a single-layer wafer-
scale multi-chip system, and

• Application of the wavelength stealing architecture to
improve the network throughput of a partitioned multi-
chip cluster using a smart hypervisor.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
covers background and related work. Section 3 discusses
the additional losses that arise due to sharing and quantifies
the ideal performance gains achievable by a sharing design.
Section 4 presents a novel sharing-based design called wave-
length stealing. Implementation of wavelength stealing on a
multi-chip system is discussed in section 5, and the applica-
tion of wavelength stealing architecture to support multiple
virtual machines is presented in section 6. Section 7 dis-
cusses the evaluation methodology and results, and section
8 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In recent years, a number of silicon-photonic interconnect

designs have been proposed ranging from the simplest P2P
network [4, 15, 14, 16] to numerous sharing-based designs
[28, 23, 10]. In most cases, the assumed device losses have
varied greatly. Some designs have made aggressive (low)
loss assumptions and, as a result, have been able to show
significant performance gains. Yet, other papers have as-
sumed more conservative device loss parameters and have
argued for simpler designs and topologies to keep the laser
power consumption low. In this section we discuss the var-
ious categories of shared channel topologies and show how
the wavelength stealing architecture fits into the broader
landscape.

2.1 Classification of Shared Channel Topolo-
gies

Optical crossbars are often used to implement channel
sharing. Such designs fall into the following four general
categories:

1) SWSR (Single-Writer, Single-Reader) - Each commu-
nication channel has only one source and one destination.
This architecture is essentially a statically allocated point-
to-point (P2P) topology [15, 14]. An optical point-to-point
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topology has the least device complexity and link loss. How-
ever, it suffers from low node-to-node bandwidth.

2) SWMR (Single-Writer, Mutiple-Reader) - Multiple
reader channels are typically implemented using broadband
switches or tunable microrings to selectively divert all the
optical energy to one destination. Due to active and pass-
through losses of these devices, multiple reader channels
have significant link losses that increase with the sharing
degree. In addition, SWMR networks require a broadcast-
based mechanism to notify the target destination to tune in
and the other destinations on the channel to tune out. The
Firefly architecture [22] implements a SWMR based inter-
connect across a 64-node network.

3) MWSR (Multiple-Writer, Single-Reader) - Network ar-
chitectures in this category require switches or microrings to
enable shared access to a waveguide or selective wavelengths
in a waveguide from multiple sources. This category of inter-
connects have a similar link loss as the SWMR networks and
require an arbitration mechanism at the source to resolve
access conflicts to the shared channel. The Corona network
[28] implements a MWSR architecture with a high degree of
sharing using ring modulators and token arbitration mecha-
nism across the entire system. Vantrease et al.[27] build on
[28] and advocate using time-slotted channels with contin-
uous token arbitration to improve the channel utilization.
The shared-source-row architecture [15] implements a vari-
ation of MWSR architecture using MZI broadband switches
and a two-phase arbitration mechanism.

4) MWMR (Multiple-Writer, Multiple-Reader) - MWMR
networks require switches/rings both at the source and the
destination leading to the highest link loss compared to the
other three categories. These networks require both an arbi-
tration mechanism at the source and a mechanism to select
the appropriate destination. MWMR channels were first
considered by [21] where both senders and receivers share
the channels. This design proposed a “two-pass” continuous
token arbitration scheme between senders and required re-
ceiver side arbitration as well on its MWMR channels. The
“Channel Borrowing” scheme [30] argues for simplifying the
two-pass token arbitration proposed in [21] by restricting
the number of senders on shared channels to two.

All shared channel topologies require some form of arbi-
tration at the source and/or at the destination depending
on how the sharing is implemented. A number of techniques
to incorporate sharing [6, 23, 11, 9, 13, 21, 27, 28, 15, 14]
have been proposed. Each of these techniques suit different
topologies and differ in complexity and latency overheads.

2.2 Sharing in the Wavelength Stealing Archi-
tecture

The shared network architectures described above have
good performance characteristics but suffer from the follow-
ing issues. First, with conservative device losses, SWMR and
MWSR architectures [28, 21, 15] suffer from high link loss
at high sharing degrees due to the requirement for a large
number of rings/switches. Such architectures are hard to
implement and are energy inefficient [14]. Second, MWMR
topologies such as [30, 21] have high link losses even at low
sharing degrees due to the requirement for rings/switches
at both the destination and the source. Third, even if the
sharing degrees are reduced significantly to control link loss,
the arbitration overheads can negatively affect performance.

An ideal shared channel architecture should provide higher
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Figure 1: A point-to-point (P2P) versus shared channel.
Due to extra modulator rings, light on a shared wavelength
suffers from higher losses.

node-to-node bandwidth than the SWSR networks with low
optical link loss and minimal arbitration overheads. In order
to achieve this, the wavelength stealing architecture intro-
duced in this paper implements an MWSR-type sharing over
a fully-connected point-to-point (P2P) topology and avoids
arbitration completely by using a novel aggressive channel-
stealing mechanism with graceful recovery from collisions.
In section 7, we show that our arbitration-free architecture
exhibits lower latency and better throughput performance
compared to traditional arbitration-based architectures.

3. SHARING IN PHOTONIC NETWORKS

3.1 Ring Modulator Losses
Fig. 1a shows a waveguide carrying two wavelengths in a

point-to-point topology where source nodes ‘A’ and ‘B’ mod-
ulate different wavelengths to destination node ‘E’. Each
modulator ring placed along the waveguide is tuned to a
specific wavelength and modulates light on that wavelength.
Modulation is controlled by electrically biasing the ring us-
ing the data stream to either pass light (transmit a ‘1’) or
absorb light (transmit a ‘0’). An active ring (that modulates
a wavelength) causes a significant insertion loss of 4.0dB to
the wavelength. As shown in the figure, the wavelength
of light also passes by rings that are tuned to other wave-
lengths of a waveguide. These rings cause a smaller passive
through-loss of 0.05dB per ring.

3.2 Wavelength Sharing
Fig. 1b shows a waveguide carrying two wavelengths that

are shared by two senders ‘A’ and ‘B’ to a destination node
‘E’. Each node sharing a wavelength has a ring along the
waveguide tuned to that wavelength. Thus in Fig. 1b, each
wavelength passes by twice as many rings compared to a
wavelength in the point-to-point channel. Multiple active
rings on a wavelength will significantly increase the loss even
though only one of them would be transmitting data. To
achieve lower loss, a ring can be detuned dynamically away
from the target wavelength as long as it is not transmitting
data. However, due to the fast response times required, it
is not feasible to detune a ring far enough from the target
wavelength to make the loss negligible. Even with aggressive
device techniques, we can expect a loss of 0.5dB per detuned
(inactive) ring. In this work, we assume that tuning or de-
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Figure 2: Ideal speedup versus sharing degree s assuming
w = Wsharing = 16 and Tprop = 0.

tuning the microrings will occur in one bit time. This is an
aggressive device technology goal and is under investigation.

3.3 Ideal Sharing Gains
From Fig. 1b, it is evident that wavelength sharing in-

creases the link loss. This section explores the limits on
sharing imposed by these additional losses. By extending
the topology shown in Fig. 1b to sharing degree s and WDM
factor w, the additional optical power loss of a shared wave-
length compared to the P2P wavelength becomes:

4LdB(λ) = Losssharing − LossP2P

= (s− 1)[ 0.5dB︸ ︷︷ ︸
inactive rings

+ (w − 1)0.05dB︸ ︷︷ ︸
other λ rings

] (4)

Now, the amount of laser power consumed by Wsharing

wavelengths in a shared design and WP2P unshared wave-
lengths in the P2P design is given by:

Psharing = Wsharing × 10(Prx+4LdB(λ)+LossP2P )/10

PP2P = WP2P × 10(Prx+LossP2P )/10

By equating these two equations, the number of unshared
wavelengths that consume equivalent laser power to a given
number of shared wavelengths can be expressed as:

WP2P = Wsharing × 104LdB(λ)/10 (5)

This equation clearly shows that under the equivalent laser
power constraint, the unshared P2P network can support
higher number of wavelengths and hence offers higher total
bandwidth (capacity) than a shared design. However, shar-
ing can lead to higher node-to-node bandwidths over the
P2P network provided there is no contention on the shared
channel. We quantify these node-to-node bandwidth gains
below.

We define Speedupideal to be the ratio of time taken by a
message of size messagesize to be delivered to a destination
on a P2P (unshared) channel versus time taken on a shared
channel. It can be computed as:

Speedupideal =

[
messagesize

WP2P
+ Tprop

]
[
messagesize
s×Wsharing

+ Tprop
] (6)

where Tprop is the propagation time between the sender and
destination. This definition of speedup is called “ideal” be-
cause it does not associate any overheads (in terms of time
or wavelengths) with sharing.

Fig. 2 shows the ideal sharing gains achievable as a func-
tion of sharing s assuming 16-way WDM waveguides. From
Fig. 2 and Eq.(6), the following observations can be made:

stealer stealer stealer owner owner 

B 

waveguide 0 

waveguide 1 

E 

destination 

A C 

0 ring modulator 

1 ring modulator 

0 drop filter 

1 drop filter 

0 

1 

0 

1 

owner 

Figure 3: A 2-way wavelength stealing design example show-
ing sender B’s channels to destination E. Sender B can send
2bits/cycle guaranteed on its (owned) channel to E, and can
opportunistically steal bandwidth on A’s channel to send 2
extra bits/cycle provided A is not using its channel. Note
that this figure does not show the stealing channel of sender
A and the owned channel of sender C to destination E.

• The ideal achievable speedup is independent of mes-
sage size assuming Tprop = 0. This is because the
messagesize term in the numerator and denominator
simply cancel each other out in Eq.(6).

• Wavelength sharing is only effective at low sharing de-
grees. In fact, ignoring all overheads of sharing, the
optimal1 sharing degree is just 3 (sideal).

• Beyond the optimal point, the number of wavelengths
in the shared channels decreases significantly leading
to a drop in the achievable speedup.

4. WAVELENGTH STEALING ARCHITEC-
TURE

This section presents a novel interconnection architecture
for multi-chip systems called wavelength stealing.

4.1 Design Overview
The topology of the wavelength stealing interconnect is

similar to that of a point-to-point (P2P) network. Each
node in the system has a dedicated channel (one or more
waveguides) to every other node in the system and is called
the ‘owner’ of that channel. The owner has non-blocking ac-
cess to send information to a destination using its dedicated
channel and is always guaranteed service on that channel. In
addition to its dedicated channel, the sender can also steal
access to channels owned by other senders to that destina-
tion. However, access to this additional (stolen) bandwidth
is not guaranteed. Fig. 3 shows an example where node
‘B’ has a dedicated (owned) channel to destination ‘E’ and
can also steal on the channel owned by node ‘A’. Similarly
node B’s dedicated channel to E can be stolen by another
node ‘C’. Hence every channel in the system is owned by
one node and can be stolen by one or more other nodes.
Stealing is performed arbitration-free (without notification
to the owner or other stealers). Any errors (collisions) that
arise from stealing are corrected at the destination using
mechanisms described in later sections. Stealing is a form
of wavelength sharing and is accomplished by placing addi-
tional modulator rings along the shared waveguide as shown
in Fig. 3. These additional rings cause higher wavelength
losses (as described in Sec. 3). Hence to match the laser

1Lowest sharing degree with the highest speedup value.
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Figure 4: Erasure coding example. Corruption in A’s mes-
sage due to a collision from B gets marked (∗) in the control
wavelengths. This location information is used to perform
erasure correction at the destination.

power budget of a P2P network, the wavelength stealing ar-
chitecture will have to use fewer wavelengths per channel
than the P2P network. However, it can still provide higher
node-to-node bandwidths than the P2P network provided
stealing access on other channels is successful.

4.2 Implementation Details
For correct operation, an implementation of the wave-

length stealing design should satisfy some strict require-
ments:

1. The owner must be guaranteed non-blocking access
without any arbitration delays.

2. A stealer can steal bandwidth without arbitration (no
prior notification to the owner or other stealers) and
should be notified if it needs to stop stealing.

3. The destination must be notified if a received phit is
corrupted due to collision and must be able to correct
the bit errors. On receiving a valid phit, the destina-
tion must be able to identify the sender of the phit.

To meet the above requirements, the wavelength stealing
architecture employs erasure coding [25] and special control
wavelengths per channel. For simplicity, the rest of this
section assumes only one stealer per channel.

4.2.1 Erasure Coding
In the wavelength stealing architecture, a stealer is al-

lowed to steal (use wavelengths) on a channel without prior
notification to the owner (i.e., it is arbitration-free). In this
case, whenever a stealer steals on a channel on which the
owner is actively sending data, a collision occurs, causing
errors in the owner’s message. These errors are corrected at
the destination using erasure coding. When a collision oc-
curs, a stealer is notified by the control wavelengths to stop
stealing, preventing further errors in the owner’s message.
This ensures that an owner’s message is never corrupted be-
yond the point of recovery. Erasure codes rely on location
information of potential errors to provide better correction
capability than codes that correct random bit errors [8]. For
example, with location information, a parity code is capa-
ble of correcting a single bit error. In the case of multi-bit
errors, stronger erasure codes can be employed [8].

Fig. 4 shows a channel in the wavelength stealing archi-
tecture with associated data wavelengths (indicated by D
on the y-axis) and control wavelengths (indicated by C on
the y-axis). The owner’s message (A) has a parity column
appended to it. As this message goes past the stealer (B),

Owner ring modulator 

Stealer ring modulator 

Owner drop filter 

Stealer drop filter 

Owner 
Stealer 

 
(D0  D13) data wavelengths 

waveguide  

B E 

destination 

A 

owner stealer 

   

Figure 5: Abort control wavelengths.

B steals on the owner’s channel leading to an error. This
error is automatically marked (discussed below) in the con-
trol wavelengths (∗). A stealer detects collisions with the
help of the control wavelengths and stops stealing to pre-
vent further errors. The corrupted message arrives at the
destination (E) where the computed parities are compared
with the parity column in the message. If there is a parity
mismatch, the corresponding bits at the marked location are
inverted to correct the bits in error.

It is important to emphasize that if no errors are marked
in the control wavelengths then a received message is com-
pletely error-free and the destination doesn’t need to wait for
the subsequently arriving parity bits. Thus, in the absence
of contention at low loads, the latency overhead of access-
ing the shared channel is completely hidden and messages
only experience minimal latencies2 which is not possible in
a design based on arbitration.

4.2.2 Control Wavelengths - Two Designs
The control mechanism for wavelength stealing can be im-

plemented using one of two designs, called abort and sense.
These designs exhibit different trade-offs but provide the
following functionality:

1. Mark the location of corrupted bits for erasure correc-
tion at the destination.

2. Inform stealer to stop stealing when the owner becomes
active to limit the corruption to a single bit collision.

3. Inform destination of the ID (owner’s, stealer’s, or cor-
rupted) of the received communication (phit).

Abort Design.
Fig. 5 shows a channel consisting of one waveguide to des-

tination ‘E’ owned by sender ‘A’ with a stealer ‘B’. Owner
and Stealer are the control wavelengths and D0−D13 are
the data wavelengths in the waveguide. The behavior of the
control wavelengths in the abort design is given in Table
1. When the owner (A) is not using the channel, it trans-
mits a continuous 10 on the control wavelengths Owner and
Stealer respectively. If the owner (A) uses the channel, it
transmits a continuous 01 on the two control wavelengths.
When the stealer (B) needs to transmit data to E it begins
data transmission on its dedicated channel to E and steals
the channel owned by A. Sender B also turns on the drop
filter on the Stealer wavelength. The drop filter pulls out all
light (bits) traveling on the control wavelength. If a value of
0 is read by the drop filter, then the stealer (B) knows that
there has not been a collision with the owner. If the drop

2There are no latency overheads beyond message serializa-
tion delay and propagation delay.
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Active A B E
Received

Sender Own. St. St. Own. St.

A 0 1 − 0 1 A

B 1 0 0 1 0 B

A,B 0 1 1 0 0 Collision

(Invalid) 1 1 − 1 1 (Invalid)

Table 1: Abort design functionality for owner (A), stealer
(B) and destination (E). (The values 11 should not arise
during normal system operation.)

filter reads a value of 1, then the stealer (B) knows that a
collision has just occurred. It then suspends stealing, but
continues to use its dedicated channel to E. At the desti-
nation side, a 01 indicates owner’s (A) phit, a 10 indicates
stealer’s (B) phit and a 00 represents a corrupted (collided)
phit. The destination tracks the control wavelength infor-
mation to perform the protocol steps discussed in Sec. 4.2.3.

Sense Design.
The sense design requires separate waveguides for control

and data. The control waveguides of two owner channels
‘A’ and ‘B’ are as shown in Fig. 6. The need for sepa-
rate waveguides arises because this design uses optical split-
ters which are fabricated as broadband devices that split all
wavelengths in a waveguide. Since the splitting functionality
is only required for the control wavelengths, they are placed
in waveguides that are separate from the data wavelengths.
There is only one control wavelength per control waveguide,
calledOwner and abbreviated as“OW”in the rest of the dis-
cussion. The control wavelengths for the owner A’s channel
and owner B’s channel are denoted by OW (A) and OW (B)
respectively. Some useful terminology is defined in Fig. 7.

In the sense design, the control functionality of the owner
(A), stealer (B) and destination (E) depends on both the
current and previous values (state) of the control wavelengths
(OW ) as shown in the state machine diagrams in Fig. 7. The
state machine diagram for owner (A) shows that whenever
A uses its channel, it puts a continuous 1 on OW (A). The
operation of the stealer (B) then depends on the value of
OW (A). From the stealer’s (B) state machine, it is clear
that it can be in one of two states when it has a message to
send: STEAL or SENSE. In the STEAL state, the stealer
(B) can actively steal on the owner’s (A) channel. Now, if
the owner becomes active (OW (A) == 1), then the stealer
(B) transitions to the SENSE state. While in this state, the
stealer does not steal and simply waits for an opening on
the owner’s (A) channel so that it can revert to stealing.

Note that the destination state machine needs to moni-
tor the control wavelength of both the owner (A) and the
stealer (B) to function properly. If the destination observes
both OW (A) == 1 and OW (B) == 1, it knows that a colli-
sion has occurred. The destination then transitions into the
SENSE state. While in the SENSE state, the only valid phit
that is received is from the owner (A). The rest of the func-
tionality in these state machines (Fig. 7) is self explanatory.

Abort vs. Sense Trade-offs.
Device-Level Trade-offs: The control wavelengths of the

abort design can be accommodated with the data wave-
lengths of a channel in a single waveguide. The sense design
requires separate waveguides for the control wavelengths.

stealer owner 

E 

destination 

Owner ring modulator Owner drop filter 

Owner A 

Owner B 

splitter 

Control Waveguides   

B A C 

owner stealer 

Figure 6: Sense control waveguides.

However, the sense design requires fewer modulator rings
than the abort design, and hence is more energy-efficient.

Performance Trade-offs: The sense design can potentially
provide better performance gains than the abort design be-
cause of its ‘sensing’ capability. That is, the sense design
does not require the stealer to abort stealing upon collision
of its message; instead it temporarily halts stealing and waits
for an opening to revert to stealing. The abort design does
not have the sense capability and thus has to operate more
conservatively.

4.2.3 Protocol Operation
When a sender node needs to transmit a flit, it performs

several steps. These steps are explained according to the
example channels shown in Fig. 3 where the sender ‘B’ has
a flit to send to destination ‘E’:

1. B’s flit has T phits (value of T is known at design
time).

2. Split the flit occupying T cycles into two chunks each
of length T/2 phits: ‘owner chunk’ and ‘stealer chunk’.

3. Parity protect the owner chunk and send it on B’s
channel.

4. Send the stealer chunk on A’s channel.

5. If a collision occurs:

• Abort design: Terminate stealing. The unsent
phits are parity protected and sent on B’s channel
after the owner’s chunk is sent.

• Sense design: Halt stealing. Resume if an opening
is sensed. If the owner chunk completes before
the stealer chunk, then send the remaining stealer
chunk phits (with parity protection) onB’s owned
channel.

6. The destination uses the information on the control
wavelengths to perform erasure correction and cor-
rectly reassemble the received phits into the original
flit.

The protocol operation described above assumes a basic
flit size of T phits. It can be extended to support flits of
multiple sizes (number of phits). For example, to support
flits of two sizes - data flits and control flits - just two control
bits are needed at special locations in the flit to identify its
size at the destination. For the data flit, the sender can set
the first bit of the first two phits in the owner chunk to 0.
Now, even if one of the phits gets corrupted, the destination
can look at the duplicated value to know which size flit this
is. For control flits, the sender can use the value 1. For large
messages, these two bits will amount to negligible overhead.
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Figure 7: Sense design functionality for owner (A), stealer (B) and destination (E).
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Figure 8: Wavelength stealing gains versus stealing degree
s for different message sizes assuming w = Wsharing = 16
and Tprop = 0. The small 64b message does not exhibit a
speedup.

4.3 Wavelength Stealing Gains
In section 3, we analyzed the ideal case benefits and limits

of a wavelength sharing network 3. This section extends the
analysis to the wavelength stealing architecture taking into
account the overheads of control wavelengths and erasure
coding.

The achievable speedup of the wavelength stealing archi-
tecture as a function of the stealing degree s can be expressed
as:

Speedupstealing =

[
messagesize

WP2P
+ Tprop

]
[

messagesize
s×{Wsharing−c(s)}

+ e(s) + Tprop
] ; (s ≥ 2)

(7)
where, s: stealing degree, c(s): control wavelength over-
heads; and, e(s): erasure coding overheads. For 2-way (s =
2) stealing, c(2) = 2 (two control wavelengths per channel),
and e(2) = 1 (single parity bit). For any arbitrary s ≥ 3,
the number of stealers on a channel is (s− 1). This requires
control overheads c(s) that scale linearly with s. In addition,
the minimum number of check bits e(s) required to correct
up to (s− 1) erasures can be estimated from the Hamming

3The speedup discussion presented in this section assumes
the abort design. The sense design will experience similar
speedups because it uses the same erasure coding technique
and its single broadcast control wavelength consumes (ap-
proximately) the same laser power as the abort design’s two
control wavelengths.
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Figure 9: Wavelength stealing speedup as a function of mes-
sage sizes for s = 2.

bound [19].
Fig. 8 plots the speedup gains of the wavelength stealing

architecture as a function of the stealing degree s. From this
figure, the following observations can be made:

• Ignoring the overheads of sharing, the ideal sharing
degree is sideal = 3 (shown in Sec. 3.3). However,
due to overheads, the wavelength stealing architecture
yields maximum speedup at a stealing degree of s = 2
(2-way stealing).

• Contrary to an ideal wavelength shared network, the
speedup in the wavelength stealing architecture is de-
pendent on the message (flit) size. This dependency is
due to the overheads of erasure correction coding which
get amortized better at larger message sizes. Fig. 9
plots Eq.(7) as a function of message sizes for 2-way
stealing. This figure clearly shows higher speedups for
large messages with saturation at a speedup of 1.27.

The wavelength stealing architecture implements dedicated
all-to-all connectivity similar to a P2P but is able to achieve
higher node-to-node bandwidth in the presence of idle chan-
nels (for stealing to be successful) while consuming equiv-
alent optical power. From the speedup analysis, it is also
clear that the performance gains of the wavelength stealing
architecture are more pronounced for larger messages. This
makes the architecture more suitable to message passing
applications that exhibit large-messages and low “fan-out”
communication patterns [14, 32].
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5. “MACROCHIP” - A MESSAGE-PASSING
MULTI-CHIP SYSTEM

This section presents the architecture of a photonic multi-
chip system called the Macrochip [16] on which the wave-
length stealing techniques are evaluated. The macrochip
architecture consists of an array of sites (also called nodes).
These sites are interconnected using a high-bandwidth silicon-
photonic communication substrate. Sites in the macrochip
can be processor chips (with multiple cores), memory chips
or some other components. This paper uses a configuration
in which all sites have processors and memory that generate
messages directed to other sites in the array [14]. This paper
does not cover the details of the site architecture; instead,
it focuses on the site-to-site optical interconnect.

5.1 System Layout
The layout of a 64-site macrochip system is shown in Fig.

10. Each site has an optical bridge chip on the top layer and
communicates with the other sites using data waveguides
in the bottom substrate layer. The optical bridges house
the optical devices and circuitry to support them. Optical
(laser) power is generated by external lasers and delivered
to the macrochip using edge connected fibers. This laser
light is then forwarded to the sites using power waveguides
(shown in red) for modulation. The data waveguides carry
modulated light for inter-site communication.

Fig. 10 shows a fully connected point-to-point layout
composed of data waveguides shown as a blue loop. When
implemented, the data path is composed of multiple wave-
guide segments where each segment begins at a sender site
and terminates at a destination site and does not form a
loop. Between any two nodes, there are two possible paths
for laying out a channel between them: a clockwise and a
counter-clockwise path. With these two choices, channels in
this layout are designed such that the propagation distance
between a sender and its destination is minimized. Thus,
sender 7 has a counter-clockwise channel to destination 0
and a clock-wise channel to destination 44 as shown in Fig.
10. Consequently, for a given destination, half of its senders
will have channels that go in the clockwise direction towards
that destination, and the other half will have channels that
travel in the counter-clockwise direction.

Implementing the wavelength stealing interconnect on the
macrochip requires placement of some modulator rings (for
the stealers) in the bottom communication (waveguide) sub-
strate. This can make the fabrication process more complex
compared to a simple point-to-point interconnect. Interlayer
couplers can be used to avoid having rings in the substrate
layer; the trade-off however is higher link losses4.

5.2 Stealing Pattern and Collision-Free Sub-
sets

In the wavelength stealing architecture, a sender node uses
its dedicated point-to-point channel to communicate with a
destination but can also steal access on a channel to the same
destination owned by another node. For a given destination,
the static mapping between a sender and the node it steals
from specifies the “stealing pattern” of a wavelength steal-
ing topology. The wavelength stealing architecture for the
macrochip uses a stealing pattern in which a sender steals on
channels owned by its two immediate bridge chip neighbors

4The device loss of an inter-layer coupler is ≈ 2− 3dB [14].

Figure 10: 8× 8 single-layer (planar) macrochip layout.

along the waveguide loop. Thus, in Fig. 10, sender 7 steals
from 15 and 23 because they are its immediate two neigh-
bors along the blue waveguide loop. To communicate with
destination 0, sender 7 steals on node 23’s channel to node
0. Similarly, to communicate with destination 44, sender 7
steals on node 15’s channel to node 44. Thus, for a given
destination, a sender steals from its immediate “upstream”
neighbor along the waveguide loop. This upstream neighbor
stealing pattern leads to a partitioning of the macrochip into
two node sets, NO and NI , with the property that all nodes
in one set steal only from nodes in the other set. These
two sets are highlighted in Fig. 10 and are called collision-
free sets. They are called collision-free because as long as
nodes in one set do not communicate with destinations in
the other set and vice versa, collisions never occur. This
is because under this scenario, there is never a case where
both the owner and the stealer of a channel talk to the same
destination. Restating this more formally: the two sets NI
and NO are collision-free because when members of a set
restrict their communication to nodes within the set, there
are no collisions. The collision-free property is valid regard-
less of the communication pattern and the number of ac-
tive senders within the sets, as long as the restriction on no
inter-set communication is observed. This property is used
extensively in the next section. For a N -node layout, the
maximum number of nodes in each of the collision-free sets
is N/2.

Pairing a node with an upstream neighbor to form an
owner-stealer relationship leads to the farthest two senders
of a destination being devoid of any channels to steal on.
Only ≈ 3% of the total source-destination pairs in the net-
work fall into this category 5. In order to maintain band-
width symmetry, these few sender-destination pairs are pro-
visioned with some additional wavelengths. The energy re-
quired for these is accounted for in the power budget.

6. GUARANTEED GAINS ON VIRTUAL MA-
CHINES

An architectural implication of the collision-free sets is
that the cluster of nodes on the macrochip can be par-
titioned into multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) such that

5For an N -node layout, this fraction is 2N/(N × (N − 1)).
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Figure 11: Synthetic traffic simulations depicting latency versus offered load for the three network architectures: wavelength
stealing (Abort/Sense), token-ring arbitration (ArbRing) and point-to-point (P2P).

nodes within a VM always steal from nodes outside a VM.
With no inter-VM communication, this architecture pro-
vides higher node-to-node bandwidth (because stealing is
guaranteed to be successful with no collisions), and lower
message latencies compared to a P2P network. To realize
these VM gains, a hypervisor scheduling layer can be de-
signed that schedules the VM jobs on the appropriate sites
of the macrochip to ensure a collision-free operation.

To explain further, denote a VM job as VM(np) where
np is the number of processor chips (network nodes) re-
quired by this virtual machine for execution. In the 64-
node macrochip system shown in Fig. 10, the two collision-
free sets NO and NI contain 32 nodes each. This means
that, two independent 32-processor virtual machines each
hosting a multi-process or multi-threaded application can
be scheduled concurrently and the intra application com-
munication will not suffer any collisions in the network.
With this scheduling, the wavelength stealing architecture
will guarantee a 1.27× higher node-node bandwidth over
the P2P network. Since any subset of a collision-free set
(NO or NI) is also collision-free, multiple VMs that require
fewer processors than 32 can be scheduled together on a sin-
gle collision-free set and take advantage of the guaranteed
bandwidth gains over the P2P network. Thus, a set of VMs
{VM0(16), V M1(16)} can be scheduled on NI and an inde-
pendent set {VM2(16), V M3(16)} can be scheduled on NO
so that all of them execute concurrently without collisions.

In general, suppose there are (m+n) VM that need to be
scheduled on an N -node macrochip. A hypervisor schedul-
ing layer can be constructed that maps each of these (m+n)
VMs to the appropriate collision-free subsets. This hypervi-
sor simply partitions the total VMs into two sets such that
each of them can be scheduled on an N/2 sized collision-
free set. Formally put, the hypervisor scheduling layer is
able to schedule the (m + n) VMs if it can separate them
into two sets, Sm = {VM0(np0), . . . , V Mm−1(npm−1)} and
Sn = {VM0(np0), . . . , V Mn−1(npn−1)} such that they sat-
isfy the following conditions:

Sm :

m−1∑
i=0

npi ≤
N

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
m VMs

; Sn :

n−1∑
j=0

npj ≤
N

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n VMs

(8)

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.1 Evaluation Methodology
We performed detailed evaluation of the wavelength steal-

ing architecture against two baseline designs: the unshared
P2P network and the classic token-ring arbitration scheme

[1] that has inspired many recent photonic network imple-
mentations [27, 28]. A detailed cycle-accurate network sim-
ulator was developed that models complete functionality of
these interconnect architectures.

All designs were evaluated on the 64-node macrochip lay-
out shown in Fig. 10. We used both synthetic and application-
derived traffic from message-passing applications to evaluate
the networks. These workloads are summarized in Table 2.
Performance of the applications running in single cluster and
partitioned cluster configurations was also analyzed.

Pattern Description

Synthetic
High-Radix Uniform Random
Low-Radix Permutation/ Asymmetric

Application

NAS BT Block Tridiagonal Solver
NAS CG Conjugate Gradient Kernel
NAS DT WH “White Hole” Graph Analysis
NAS DT BH “Black Hole” Graph Analysis
NAS DT SH “Shuffle” Graph Analysis

Table 2: Workload descriptions.

7.2 Synthetic Workload Evaluation
For synthetic workload evaluation, two categories of traf-

fic patterns were simulated: high-radix and low-radix. We
categorize a traffic pattern as having high-radix (low-radix)
if a sender node communicates with a large (small) number
of destination nodes. All synthetic patterns use a fixed mes-
sage size of 1KB. Synthetic simulation results are shown in
Fig. 11.

7.2.1 Wavelength Stealing vs. Arbitration
In token-ring arbitration, a single token is circulated per

shared channel. This token represents the exclusive right of
a sender to use the shared channel. It is well-known that
the token-ring design does not scale well to highly-shared
channels owing to high token-rotation latencies [15]. How-
ever current device loss constraints restrict sharing to just
two senders per shared channel. With limited sharing, the
rotation latency of the token-ring design is very small mak-
ing this scheme a competitive point of comparison for our
designs.

We used three types of traffic patterns to compare perfor-
mance. The bit-complement [7] (low-radix) traffic pattern
causes no contention in the shared networks. To evaluate
performance under various levels of contention, we used a
new permutation pattern called Asymmetric k. In this traf-
fic pattern, given an offered load, one of the two senders
on the shared channel is active (on-average) k% of the time
while the other is active 100 − k% of the time (note that
bit-complement traffic represents k = 100%). Finally, the
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Figure 12: Application benchmark simulations.

uniform-random [7] traffic pattern represents all-to-all (high-
radix) communication that causes uniform contention on the
shared channels.

From Fig. 11, we see that as contention on the shared
channel is increased, the throughput of the arbitration de-
sign drops significantly compared to the proposed stealing
approaches. In addition the latency of the wavelength steal-
ing designs is lower than the arbitration network, making it a
good design-choice for latency-sensitive applications as well.
Since the wavelength-stealing architecture performs either
as well or better than a classical arbitration-based network,
the rest of our evaluation will focus on the arbitration-free
stealing architecture.

7.2.2 Wavelength Stealing vs. Point-to-Point (P2P)
As discussed in Sec. 3, sharing based networks have fewer

wavelengths per channel and hence lower total bandwidth
(capacity) compared to the P2P network. The effect of this
can be observed from the uniform random (“all-to-all”) traf-
fic pattern in Fig. 11. The P2P network has has higher total
bandwidth and hence exhibits higher sustained throughput
on this pattern.

From Fig. 11, it can be observed that the wavelength
stealing schemes yield 1.27× higher throughput than the
P2P network on the contention-free bit complement traffic
pattern as quantified in Sec. 4. As contention in the traffic
increases (see asymmetric patterns in Fig. 11) the perfor-
mance of the P2P network increases due to better utilization
of the channels. In addition, the sense design gives better
performance than the abort design at higher contention (see
Sec. 4).

These simulations clearly show that the P2P network is
ideally suited for high-contention traffic patterns while the
sharing-based wavelength stealing architecture gives excel-
lent performance under low-contention traffic. This funda-
mental design trade-off should be carefully considered when
choosing a network implementation for a target application.

7.3 Application Workload Evaluation
For application-traffic simulations, five benchmarks listed

in Table 2 were chosen from the NAS parallel benchmark
suite [3]. Traces collected from the MPI versions of these
benchmarks using Scalasca [29] were used to drive the net-
work simulator.

7.3.1 Performance Analysis
To evaluate benchmark performance, we measured the ex-

ecution time of the application traces on the P2P topology
and the abort/sense designs of the wavelength stealing ar-
chitecture. Fig. 12a shows the speedup as the execution

Parameter Assumption

Mod. (Insertion) Ring Loss 4dB
Inactive Mod. Ring Loss 0.5dB
Active Drop-Filter Ring Loss 1dB
Passive Ring Loss 0.05dB
Waveguide Loss 0.05dB/cm
Bridge Chip Waveguide Loss 1dB
Coupler Loss 2dB
Receiver Sensitivity Margin 4dB
Receiver Sensitivity Level −21dBm
Ring Tuning Power 0.3mW/ring
Mod. Driver 35fJ/bit
Detector Driver 65fJ/bit
Max. Fiber WDM-Factor 32
Max. Waveguide WDM-Factor 16
Max. Port Fibers 2500
Power per Fiber 32mW

Table 3: Optical device parameters.

time of the wavelength stealing designs relative to that of
the P2P network. The wavelength stealing designs achieve
up to 1.17× speedup on some benchmarks and a geometric-
mean speedup of 1.13× over the P2P network. These ben-
efits come from the low-contention traffic behavior of these
applications. Fig. 12b shows that over 90% of the traffic
in these applications does not suffer from any collisions and
is able to utilize higher site-to-site bandwidths by success-
fully stealing idle channels. The variations in the achieved
speedups between benchmarks arise due to the differences
in their traffic patterns (collisions), message sizes and fre-
quency of messages. Since much of the stealing is performed
without contention, the conservative abort design performs
on par with the sense design.

7.3.2 Energy-Delay Analysis
This section discusses the performance and energy trade-

offs of the simulated networks. We use Energy × Delay
(EDP ) as our metric to compare the different network ar-
chitectures. The static and dynamic energy for the networks
were calculated using device parameters given in Table 3.
The energy calculation for the wavelength stealing archi-
tecture takes into account the additional dynamic energy
expended on the parity bits. However, this has negligible
impact on the total energy because the dynamic energy con-
sumed is just a small fraction compared to the static energy
consumption of these networks.

Fig. 12c shows the EDP of the networks for each work-
load. This graph is normalized to the P2P network. The
wavelength stealing architectures achieve up to 28% lower
EDP than the point-to-point network in the best case. The
abort and sense designs achieve on average (geometric mean)
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Figure 13: Virtual machine performance gains. (a) Domain
uniform synthetic traffic pattern depicting the collision-free
subset property of the wavelength stealing architecture. (b)
Four VMs are mapped into collision-free subsets to realize
speedup gains.

20% and 23% lower EDP respectively over the P2P network.
The sense design uses fewer rings than the abort design lead-
ing to a slight reduction in the static tuning power and hence
a marginally better EDP .

7.4 Virtual Machine (VM) Evaluation
Sec. 6 discussed leveraging the collision-free subset prop-

erty of the wavelength stealing architecture to partition the
macrochip into multiple VMs where each VM can execute an
application and realize guaranteed bandwidth gains over the
P2P network irrespective of the traffic pattern. To highlight
the collision-free property of the subsets, we used a variant
of the uniform random traffic pattern called “Domain Uni-
form Random”. This communication pattern is the same as
the uniform random pattern in Table 2 except that senders
belonging to a collision-free set only pick other nodes within
the set as their random destinations. Fig. 13a shows the la-
tency curve for this synthetic pattern. Because no collisions
are encountered in the system and stealing is successful 100%
of the time, the wavelength stealing architecture is able to
achieve the theoretical 1.27× bandwidth advantage over the
P2P network.

To explore the VM scheduling gains on applications, 16-
node traces were collected for four NAS benchmarks listed
in Table 2. The macrochip was partitioned into four clus-
ters and the four applications were scheduled concurrently
using the algorithm presented in Sec. 6. Fig. 13b shows
the execution speedups observed on these four application
derived traffic patterns. All four applications achieved pos-
itive speedups and experienced no collisions. These results
show the potential applicability of the wavelength stealing
interconnect on a wide range of cluster configurations.

8. CONCLUSION
Interconnects with shared optical channels overcome the

low node-to-node bandwidth limitation of a simple P2P net-

work but suffer from high optical losses. In this paper we
developed analytical models to quantify the limits on shared
channels and found that channel sharing with realistic pho-
tonics device losses does not scale beyond a sharing degree
of three.

Based on this analysis, we proposed a novel intercon-
nect architecture called wavelength stealing that enables
arbitration-free optimistic access to shared optical channels
and uses simple erasure coding to recover from collisions.
Analytically, we showed that the maximum performance
benefits of this architecture occurs with two sharers on ev-
ery channel. We presented the design and implementation
of such an architecture using the same input optical power
budget as that of a P2P network.

We simulated the P2P network and the wavelength steal-
ing interconnect in the context of a 64-node multichip system
using synthetic and application derived traffic patterns. Us-
ing detailed performance and power analysis we have demon-
strated that the wavelength stealing architecture exhibits
up to 28% better EDP than the P2P network on appli-
cations with low-radix traffic. Furthermore we showed that
the wavelength stealing architecture can be leveraged to par-
tition a multi-chip cluster into multiple VMs with guaran-
teed bandwidth gains over a P2P network under certain con-
straints.
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